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Understanding, debating
and sharing science
since 1869
Nature Research has a strong tradition in the life sciences, beginning with its flagship
journal Nature which publishes the most important scholarly research in science
and technology.
The life sciences portfolio also includes authoritative Nature-branded research journals
and the acclaimed Nature Reviews series. The publications in the portfolio are all
leading titles in their fields, meaning you can select them with confidence.

Nature Metabolism
Metabolism research is growing, due to the great urgency to
learn how metabolic pathways influence diseases with huge
societal impact, such as obesity and diabetes. By publishing
top research and fostering the cross-pollination of ideas,
Nature Metabolism will be essential reading for researchers
working across the spectrum of metabolic research.

NEW in
2019

nature.com/natmetab
@NatureClimate

Nature Machine Intelligence
Exciting new applications are emerging for intelligent
machines and software, with the availability of large datasets,
substantial computing power and breakthroughs in algorithms.
Nature Machine Intelligence will publish research that
underpins artificial intelligence and robotics, exploring how
these advances will lead to the next phase of the digital age.

NEW in
2019

nature.com/natmachintell
@NatMachIntell

Nature Cancer
Nature Cancer aims to provide a unique forum through which
the cancer community will learn about the latest, most
significant cancer-related advances across the life, physical,
applied and social sciences. It is an exclusively online
publication. Research articles will be published as soon as
they are ready, allowing readers’ access weeks before papers
appear in specific issues.

NEW in
2020

nature.com/natcancer
@NatureCancer

Nature Food

NEW in
2020

The world faces unprecedented challenges in sustaining the
health of the planet and 10 billion people occupying it by 2050.
Nature Food will provide researchers and policy-makers with a
breadth of evidence and expert narrative for securing and
optimizing food systems for the future.
nature.com/natfood
@NatureFoodJnl
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nature.com/nature

nature.com/natecolevol

nature.com/
nathumbehav

nature.com/nmicrobiol

nature.com/natelectron

nature.com/nsmb

nature.com/nchembio

nature.com/ncb

Reviews provide a comprehensive summary of the primary
research in the field by filtering, highlighting and reviewing
the latest research from the major disciplines.
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Weird atmospheric waves cause heat waves and floods
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Scientific American
Scientific American has been reporting on unique insights
about inspiring developments in science and technology for
more than 170 years. Every month the magazine features
articles by scientists, many of who are Nobel Prize winners
and top journalists. With an expertise for pinpointing emerging
trends, Scientific American covers important ideas early –
months or years before other media recognize their importance.

scientificamerican.com
@sciam
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Interested in adding one of these titles
to your collection?
Contact one of our dedicated sales or marketing teams for more information, a quote,
or a trial.

For more information, contact us:
springernature.com/contactus
Follow twitter.com/SpringerNature
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